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What Edmunds Says Pros. January I have a m with about k miles on it. I'm not looking to dump
a bunch of money into the car. Sometimes, the front driver window will always go down, but will
just not always go back up. Randomly, it will just work again without changing anything.
Electrical systems seem to be running properly. All other windows, heated motorized seats, and
other electrical processes are running just fine. Am I looking at a motor issue in the driver
door? If so, what might the cost be to replace and how easy is that to do on your own? Any info
anybody can give me would be much appreciated! March It looks like the amp has gone bad and
the dealer has no options for replacement. I also checked with Crutchfield to either bypass the
amp or replace it and they had no solutions. What fuses and where are they located that may
have blown, other than the fuse box by the drivers door? Don't want to upgrade anything but
just a simply replacement to get the radio working. All other functions appear correct except no
sound from any speaker, power going to everything, connections good and with all the
speakers I assume the amp is in series with the radio and the most likely problem. Thanks in
advance for any help. April I had this problem a year ago, the mechanic same one since new
who KNOWS this car, said it was the ignition switch He replaced the switch an problem went
away. Ok, I have had the flickering lights issue an posted a reply as to what my mechanic did to
fix it a year ago. My issue now is yesterday my tail lights stayed on after I turned of the lights. I
did not see them on later an assumed they were somehow related to the headlight timer even
though the headlights themselves turned off just fine. This morning the car was hard to start. I
removed the keys, got out an went to back an saw the taillights were still on. It was still dark out
an I could not read fuse panel to remove light fuse. Has anyone had this problem, if so what did
you find, please? June Did you get that fixed, I have the same problem?? July I am also having
this issue with my '02 M special. Then it will do it in the middle of the night, one time it
happened for a few seconds flashing on and off, then this last time my husband and I were
sleeping my neighbor saw it and it happened for a few hours, she thought something was
wrong and I was trying to signal for help so she knocked on the door we just thought our dog
heard an animal LOL , but we didn't even get up. Also my temp control panel light has gone out.
It used to go on then dim down but it doesn't bother turning on, It is set to 'auto' in hopes that I
will get what I need but is it a fuse or a bulb that I can change out in my dash? August Ok we
have a 99 m and all the problems u are having we had too! WE changed 2 computers, and still
have the same problems! We even took our car to Chysler and had them replace the BCM and
same things are happening! It has something to do with the BCM and fuse box but they cant
even figure it out! Good luck and if you get anywhere please let us know. October I just bought
a 99 and it is having the same problem. I did a google search and found a YouTube video of a
guy that claimed he also had the same problem. He claims to have fixed it buy pulling the plug
and cleaning the wires that went into it. I am going to try it myself once the sun comes up here
where I live. I'll let you know how it goes. Worst case, they sell units for around 80 bucks on
ebay. I just purchased a 99 Chrysler from my cousin and he said the sunroof had been hard
wired to the fuse box when he got it, but had disconnected it and couldn't recall where to
reconnect it. When I open the fuse panel on the inside of the car there are 2 red wires dangling

in there that apparently go to it. I have looked at the wiring diagram for it, but it may as well be
written in hieroglyphics. November I have had similar issues with my 99 m brake light staying
on. I found the battery cables ends were corroded and broken, and even though my car was still
starting the battery was bad. I am having minor electrical problems and I would like to check my
fuses. I just bought a M from a friend and he seems to have misplaced the owners manual.
Could someone take a picture of their owners manual fuse box pages and post them? Or give
me a link to a site that will have both of those? Thank you! December May Thanks for your time.
Reason being , is that the system is constantly being monitored , IE : you open the door and the
interior lights come on , but they go off after a timer runs out. All of the ground ring connectors
on the driver's side of the inner fender must be free of rust good connection. There is also a
fuselink in the main battery cable that will cause alot of minor problems if it is brittle. Not to
mention the cables ends that connect inside the Powertrain Control Module. I replaced my
cables on my M Special last summer and 1 of the things that wasn't working , were the rear seat
door courtesy lamps. On the Special , all doors have lights , not rear reflectors. At the same time
, it is also important to make sure that you remove the ground cable on the passenger side
fender before doing any fusebox or electrical work or testing , because the airbags can be
deployed accidentally. On my Special , I have the SRS high quality leather seat airbags , plus
the dash and steering wheel airbags to worry about setting off. It takes 2 minutes for the safety
capacitor to discharge as well that is in place , just in case the battery becomes disconnected in
an accident. The airbags will still deploy for up to 2 minutes from the capacitor's stored energy.
Sometimes , interior lights that continuously randomly come on , are as a result of a badly
corroded door sensor or buttonswitch. If they aren't working , the problem is more likely to
involve the fuse as well. A good visual inspection of all of your engine compartment wiring
should be the first step. If some wires are exposed to the elements or metal they can be the
cause. Every wire should be covered or have an electrical sheath that can visibly tell you
whether or not the wiring harness is , or isn't in good condition. If the harness is in poor
condition , chances are these are the points at which the electrical system is intermittently
responding to. Even something as simple as the license plate light , or the trunk brakelight can
cause shorting in the system. It's a good idea to check all lights , signals etc. I would like to say
that i have had NO trouble out of my car i mean minor ware and tare but thats it you all act like
its a really bad car and its not.!!!!!!!!!!! Finally , someone has posted a more positive experience
with cars that are not "run of the mill cheapies". For the most part , if you choose to ignore the
obvious visible wiring or electrical problems with today's vehicles - you are asking for trouble in
the future. It's very simple and easy to wrap some electrical tape around a wire that is exposed
etc. At the same time , there are some people who claim the dealerships are "stealerships" , but
their information can be used to determine what needs to be done , as opposed to any other
garage where they suggest or do work that is not related , or useless. Alot of times a garage can
do more damage than good , and there are still countless numbers of mechanics who pride
themselves on being "toughguys" , to be able to do so. Cheapest , is not always the best way to
go. But if you are careless , you are sure to have trouble in the maintainence department where
your vehicle is concerned. All of these things contribute to a vehicle running downhill in the
maintainence department , which will eventually lead to something major failing. September
September edited September In some cases I have found that since these cables are heavily
insulated and they have a protective sheath as well - they still are not seperated individually
within the sheath which means after a certain amount of heat and mileage , they could have a
wear spot or area where the battery cables are actually touching at times. This will wreak havok
on the electrical system. No wonder it was wearing out batteries , yet it was fine. I have also
found this on cars. Plus the semi had 4 CCA batteries connected together in the side box at all
times right in front of a gallon diesel tank - x 2. I was shocked. You can also fix these by
recoating cables , but with cars , it's best to just replace them entirely from the battery to the
starter , or wherever they go. Makes perfect sense too , that at the higher mileage , the
electricals have a hidden problem. So much for this type of main wiring covering that doesn't
come off like the split plastic tubing. If you see the cables can move - chances are , your
problem is there. You could - easier than not , cut the protective sheath off of the cables ,
inspect the cables thoroughly , and then replace the sheath with the split plastic type , if all is
well , or if you replace the cables. Just as a point to mention , Peterbilt further wraps the battery
main cables which go to the starter , with rubber tubing. Each cable is wrapped where the
cables are together , then the sheath or split plastic tubing is installed. But , even that was worn
through for 6" on both the positive and negative main feeds offset so it was a random short. I
coated the damaged areas with thick plastic tar , rewrapped with oversized tubing to fit the
cable size , then reinstalled the protective plastic split tubing , and it was fine. There is also
another hidden place behind the passenger side fog lamp , where 2 grounds connect to the

frame , low - where they can rust or be in a disconnected or temporarily disconnected state.
This is near the battery as well. I saw some wires hanging from the bottom of my front end and
went to push them back up and when I got back into the car I had no dash ligts or tail lights.
However, my headlights, brake lights, signal lights, interior lights, radio, everything else still
function as normal. I just flipped up my break pedal and they went off. The break peddle seems
to stick and this causes the lights to stay on. Your reply seems to have much merit for the
following problem. My question is, how many connections are there to be checked and
cleaned? Instrument cluster back lights have been an intermittent occurrence over the past two
plus years. Either came on and stayed on or did not come on at all. Changed the ignition switch
over a year ago and problem seemed to go away, although there may have been a rare failure.
Recent 30 days or so the intermittent failure mode has occurred more frequently. Cables have
never been replaced, but may have been disconnected by a mechanic during repairs, for sure
during a battery replacement. Sign In or Register to comment. Headlights flashing - Light Show
Problem. Today at about noon I was behind a black SUV at a stop light and noticed that my
headlights were flashing off and on. Has this happened to anyone else? Only when my security
system is going off. Not positive, but I think someone mentioned it is caused by a faulty body
control module. You could try turning the headlamp switch rapidly on and off just in case it's
switch related. Or you might try disconnecting the negative battery terminal to reset the
computers. Also make sure your light sensor located on the front of the blinking red security
light lens cover is unobscured and is clean. Do you have it in autolamp mode? Another cause
could be your car is possessed and has caught the Christine Syndrome. In that case, don't ever
stand in front of your car as you may get run over by your car. Every Day's a New Adventure! It
is in autolamp. I get that every once in a while. The other day my car was doing it with the key
OFF, for cripes sake. Some claim that rolling the light dimmer switch up and down will help,
while others say it's clearly a BCM going bad. I'm not taking any sides. Doesn't this TSB apply?
Igor V Nechaev. This has been an ongoing issue for many of us for a long time and the subject
is brought up in this forum periodically. I myself had this problem almost immediately after
purchasing my '03 Special. After reviewing the club website and doing some other
investigating, I found a TSB that applied to the "Randomly Flashing Headlight" issue. But, the
TSB repair is no guarantee the problem will be fixed. It involved the cleaning of the headlamp
switch and application of dielectric grease. That 'cured' the problem for only seven months
before the lights went crazy again. And they did so several times in rapid succession. The
common denominator for this problem seems to be that the headlamp switch is in the "Auto"
position. The key does not have to be in the ignition nor does the engine have to be running for
the lights to "do their thing". When the lights start acting up, you can get them to stop by
turning the switch to the Off position for a moment then back to Auto. The fix that seemingly
solved my problem was to have the headlamp switch replaced. Spread the word and thanks for
listening. Smilin' Tim. Great information Tim. It could be as simple as a intermittent failure of the
headlight switch. This was the cause of the problem in my 99 a couple years ago and
replacement of the switch solved the problem. I have a module that I can sell you. I had a
different issue with my cluster lights not the dimmer module. But only found that out after
purchasing a new module. I have used it for about a month. I have another light problem. Now
my interior lights are flashing, but not the instrument lights. I scraped the six contacts in the
headlight switch all all seems to work for now. Scotian2 wrote: I scraped the six contacts in the
headlight switch all all seems to work for now. Pete aka Vegas had told similar story. This type
of fix is for a handy man though. All those small pesky parts inside the switch always try to fly
in unknown direction. Guys, I know most experience it this way, but mine has been different.
Just thought you'd like to know. Judging by photos, the problem may occur in any position of
the switch. Replace the switch with new one if you don't feel brave enough to disassemble and
fix it. I have a '99 and have noticed this problem just in the last month or so. It has done it to me
about 3 or 4 times. I didn't know what to do so I just kept driving and it stop after about
seconds. I don't have an auto switch on my car so it only does it in the on position. If I would
have to get a new switch put on eventually, could I get the automatic switch and have it work on
my ' Today I shut off my engine, I got out of my car I heard the warning chime going off. I got out
of the car and the headlights were flashing. Did you try cleaning the switch contacts or pull and
reconnect the plug? I think the best solution is the one that has been suggested before about
cleaning the contacts with an electric contact cleaner and sealing them with a dielectric grease.
I've had my headlights stay on once after leaving them in auto lamp and I had to turn them on
and off to get them out. Also if while leaving your car if you remove your key THEN turn your
headlamps off they will stay on for 90 seconds! Okay, I think I have officially experienced the
famous "light show". The difference here is that I never user the Auto mode and when it
happened I had only the fog lamps on. I rolled up behind a someone at a stoplight and I saw my

headlamps flashing. I checked my switch and it was set on parking lamps and was pulled out
for the fog lamps. So I pulled into a parking lot and got out and looked. It was alternating
between the fogs and the headlamps. Options 25 posts 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2 25 posts. Time: 0.
Remember me. Top list. Flashing Headlights. I have a '99 M with 99k miles on it. If I leave the
headlight switch in the Automatic mode, my lights headlights, interior, etc. Not constantly but
from time to time. Also, when parked and locked, the headlights will come on by themselves,
stay on for a bit and then turn off. I have even seen only one headlight come on and not the
other. I just quit using the Automatic setting and it went away for awhile. Now, the headlights
are starting to turn off and on again while driving with the switch in the ON position. My local
dealer has not heard of anything like this. I have heard of this happening on the '02 Grand
Cherokee and replacing the headlight switch solved the problem. Any advice? If replacing the
switch doesn't work it's a body control module problem. I hope you have an extended warranty
because they're very, very, very pricey. Just turn the dimmer switch down a hair so it's not up
against the switch that forces full brightness. Although I don't have automatic mode for the
headlights, my headlights sometimes also go on and off while the switch is in the on position.
When this happens I hear a relais clicking. It has nothing to do with the dimmer, it happens
independantly from that position. When the dimmer is in the brightest positon also. Even the
gauges backlights seem to flash extra strong when the headlights go off and on. I've moved the
dimmer switch around in various positions and it still does it. I don't keep my dash lights very
bright anyway. If you're paying for it yourself you might want to try replacing the switch first. It'll
be a lot cheaper and has a chance of fixing the problem. If that is related to this problem, then
the switch wouldn't be the problem since the BCM reveives a MUX signal from the switch over a
single wire , and the BCM in turn puts the juice to the headlights. Bill Putney. It could be as
simple as an intermittent problem with the headlight switch. I had an issue where, if I turned on
the foglights without the headlights, they would flash back and forth between headlights and
fogs. Turning on the foglights along with the headlights for a few minutes, then turning off the
headlights would make it stop Replacing the headlight switch under warranty solved the
problem. I'd suggest popping the headlight switch over to On and back to Auto a few times. It
seems like some of the cars have trouble with the dimmer switch and some with the headlight
switch. I get the light show occasionally to if my dimmer switch is all the way up. Interesting this
topic, I just experienced same thing lately. When the car was unlocked, parked towards garage.
It was later afternoon with plenty of light outside, but there was slight shade on the front of the
car. Suddenly the head and rear lights started to flash. I locked and unlocked the car again and
all was fine. Than it happened when I parked on the parking lot one day. As I was leaving the car
I could hear the relay clicking. I locked the car and it was OK. When I got back to the car and
unlocked it, the relay was clicking again. Than one night I was up late and heard someone else's
car alarm we had some car radios stolen in the neighborhood lately , so I went out to the
window to look around and I see my M is flashing tail and head lights on and off. This time it
happened with the car being locked. So I unlocked and locked the car and it stopped. Last time
it happened I was washing the car, facing the garage again in the afternoon, this time it didn't
help to lock and unlock the car. So I turned the head light switch away from the Auto position.
After I was done washing, I turned the switch back to Auto and locked the car. It didn't
happened since than yet. Lazyfox,I found that switching the headlight switch itself, instead of
playing with the dimmer switch seemed to fix things more consistently. My M seemed more like
the dimmer switch, but my seems to be more the headlight switch. Guess what, I figured that
myself this Saturday. I went to test-drive the RX-8 and got the flashing lights thingy. Dimmer
switch movement didn't helped, but switching the headlights from auto to manual did. I don't
care if it's fixable, I'll just leave the switch in manual if it will solve the problem, I don't want to
spent money and time to try to fix it. Don't know if a new tcm or a switch will solve the problem
Every now and then I get a flashing problem on a M when the headlight sw. It is a little annoying
but seems to be predictable. It will happen in the early morning if it is cloudy and the sun sensor
on the dash gets a quick glimpse of the sun for about 10 secs. In daylight hours it will do it
when passing through the shadows of trees and the sensor gets flashes of bright light and
shade I can tell that it is happening by the clicking relays and the flashing of the lighted circle
the only visible instrument light in daylight around the volume control of the radio. I think that
turning the dimmer to max is just a false sense of security because the odo and gear
fluorescent displays remain constantly lit but the relays and lights will still be flashing,,,,,you
just won't know it Turning the system off for about 10 sec. Might be the intensity of the light
hitting the sun sensor because it doesn't happen on cloudy days I wonder if this is related. This
car is new to me, and I don't even know where the fog light switch is! Dwestfal, To activate your
fog lights, pull out on the main light switch, and to deactivate them push in on the switch.. They
seem to work with the parking lights and the low beams, I haven't checked to see if they work

with the high beams although I know that in most states they are only supposed to work with
the low beams. Good Luck --Jack. I took it to my dealer and they applied some electrical grease.
Problem solved for about two months -- it happened again just recently, but only once so far
since they "fixed" it. Used to be a frequent annoyance. I got something similar, about once
every 6 months this happens, I always have lights in auto, I will drive through tunnel and they
turn on, and when I approach military gate, I have to turn them off, but all lights BUT headlights
shut off. I rotate the switch through all positions and nothing. Options 17 posts Page 1 of 1 17
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